Information on
Qbix

and

Intercoin

We have built an open source alternative to Big Tech and Big Finance.
This document contains links to a lot of information that will
answer most questions.

However, if you have more questions,
do not hesitate to contact team@intercoin.org

Intercoin

Qbix
Qbix lets communities release and manage
their own social network, and launch it in
the app stores for their members.
Our apps have already reached millions of
users in over 95 countries, including 45,000
community leaders.

Intercoin lets communities release and
manage their own currency and ensure
integrity in democratically run elections,
governance and Universal Basic Income. Its
mission is to take care of the technology,
liquidity and regulatory issues so the issuer
can focus on their actual use case.

We launched a Platform that can change the
world by transforming online communities.
We were able to get to this point after only
ever raising $242K from investors, and since
then we have made nearly $1M in revenues.

We have already presold $700K in tokens,
completed the architecture and have access
to 40,000 nodes to secure the network using
the infrastructure from Qbix.

See CoinTelegraph article.

See the CoinDesk article.

Business Plan & One Pager

YouTube
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Github

Whitepaper & One Pager
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Qbix is currently building apps for

Intercoin is currently selling ITR

communities. Let us build yours!

tokens ahead of its network launch.

See the investor portal and investor
deck. It lets any communities release
and manage their own social network,
and launch it in the app store for their
members. Qbix already has the user
base, technology and infrastructure, and
Intercoin is being built and launched on
top of that. Qbix is also now building
apps for the crypto community.

The best place to start is our investor
deck and economics of Intercoin. After
that, all the relevant info can be found in
one place: intercoin.org. Among other
things it includes our explainer video,
the whitepaper, the team, advisors and
so on. Also join our growing community
and get into deeper conversations about
how Intercoin works.

How do Qbix and Intercoin ﬁt into one uniﬁed vision?
Please view the Investor Deck or the Video Presentation

Groups is downloaded by 2,000 people a day.
When we release an uptade, this is the ”S” curve of how many people download it
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At least this many people have Groups installed on their phone.
in fact, we have the statistics, and they break down like this:
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Our experiments have already been featured in BBC, Newsweek and other outlets.

mar 22

Videos Illustrating Intercoin

Powering Community
Currencies

Intercoin's Mural in
Brooklyn

Intercoin at the Money
Summit

Interview with CEO
of Intercoin

The Bristol Pound

BerkShares on ABC News

Meeting the team!

What's all the excitement
about?

What makes Intercoin
unique?

Reaching practicality and
mainstream adoption

Making Diﬀerent

All About Intercoin

Proﬁles, Contact, Conversations

Events and Group Rides

Desktop & Tablet Websites

Conversations and
Videoconferencing

Home and Identity

These are examples of the kind of features that can be readily implemented. Many of these
require lots of ingenuity and iteration to work across all platforms. We take care of the
underlying functionality, so you can focus on running your platform.
Intercoin is doing something similar, allowing communities to release their own currency to
their members, without having to worry about all the details of technology, regulations, and
liquidity for their coins.
Both companies are building open infrastructure projects to liberate people from the
Feudalism that is currently found on the Social and Payment platforms. Qbix lets communities
own their own data, brand and relationships. Meanwhile, Intercoin goes further and uses
cryptography to empower people to coordinate activities in a private way without any central
servers at all, including currency and governance.

Historical overview
and Roadmap
This is a team that has been steadily working on revolutionary technology to put power back
into the hands of people and communities. They have already built a new open source social
networking platform reaching millions of people. Today, they are building a new open source
payment platform on top of it, in order to ﬁnally bring the crypto payments ecosystem to
mainstream adoption.
Qbix, Inc. originally started with a vision to make social networking software actually social,
and accessible to all. It found early success building community apps that connect people. Their
apps have attracted 7mm users and are currently used 1.2mm times a month by people across
100 countries and 45,000 communities, and growing. To date, Qbix has generated nearly $1m
in revenues from these apps through ads and in-app purchases.
Qbix has reinvested its proﬁts into a revolutionary open-source Platform that powers social
networks for communities, similar to how Wordpress has powered blogs, but far more
interactive and able to facilitate communication and collaboration. For the ﬁrst time, the
Platform allows custom apps to be quickly assembled from a growing list of re-usable,
web-based features that were formerly only available in closed, proprietary platforms
maintained by Facebook and Google. Organizations and Conferences pay Qbix on average
$30,000 to develop a multi-user app featuring invites, events, group rides, videoconferencing,
and much more. Qbix works with organizations to onboard their members, and reward them
for engagement and referrals. The company is now launching an automated sales funnel to
generate recurring revenue per active user its 45,000 communities into paying customers.
For more info, see Qbix Executive Summary. Qbix offers a SAFE note with a $10M cap.

Intercoin Inc. was launched in 2017 with a vision to make cryptocurrencies be actually usable
as currencies for everyday payment transactions. Sadly, the most high-proﬁle projects to date
–– Bitcoin and Ethereum –– were designed on an architecture that had an inherent limitation:
a blockchain storing a global consensus about every transaction in the world cannot scale to
handle arbitrary amounts of everyday transactions. Thus, Bitcoin, originally envisioned as

a peer-to-peer cash system, became a store of value. Ethereum, dubbed the “world computer”,
underwent a congestion crisis when a single token, CryptoKitties, experienced some modest
popularity. Clearly, better architectures are needed if crypto will ever power a viable payment
system on-chain.
Intercoin has ﬁnally architected a scalable solution that is at once secure and implements
programmable money. Collaborating with leading teams around the world, Intercoin simply
brought together the best ideas since Bitcoin and Ethereum were introduced. Development of
this new protocol and distributed ledger technology is currently under way.
For more info, see Intercoin Executive Summary.
Intercoin oﬀers two options to invest in the business:
1.

Private equity offering via SAFE note with a $10M cap on pre-money valuation.

2.

Pre-buy ITR Tokens at a heavy discount.
When the Intercoin network launches, investors will be able to sell their Intercoins to
communities and projects looking to have their own currency.

Qbix and Intercoin are following a similar path to closed, centralized social networks, which
have all released growing payment networks allowing people to pay businesses and each
other. Examples include WeChat, Facebook Messenger, GMail, iMessage, and others. But now,
things are going crypto. Just this past month, Facebook announced it will launch Calibra wallet
inside WhatsApp, and Telegram announced it will be launching Grams. Amazon is expected to
announce its own crypto currency for payments.
Qbix and Intercoin are open source, revolutionary platforms developed by a successful and
talented team combining the best ideas from the last 10 years. Greg Magarshak, who founded
both companies, has performed as a concert pianist at a young age and attended college at 14.
He is passionate about the power of using software to shape society, empower regular people
and unite local communities.
Come and meet the team working to build proﬁtable, open alternatives to giant closed social
networking and payment platforms. Just as the Web eventually replaced America Online and
CompuServe, so Qbix and Intercoin are set to eventually replace Facebook and Google while
helping unlock trillions of dollars of value as communities release their own apps and
currencies to their own members.

Get in touch
team@intercoin.org
team@qbix.com
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And

Intercoin

